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Location

The company is located in Serbia, in Ada nearby 

the Hungarian border.

With its own production sites and warehouses, 

the firm is situated on more than 10,000 m2 and 

employs over 200 people. A new 

production site and a warehouse have been 

recently added to the existing facilities. With 

more than 5.500 trees we contribute to fresh 

air every day.

Keys to success

• Offering the best prices, high quality and de-

cades of expertise

•  Learning from customer and market feedback

• Working with modern machines and highly 

skilled employees

• Relying on large raw material base

• Putting emphasis on management and 

employee training

• Offering high flexibility towards our clients in 

terms of order handling and project implemen-

tation

• Focusing on long term partnership with 

suppliers and clients on the basis of mutual satis-

faction and trust.
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More information at www.belmil.com
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ResuLt

Belmil schoolbags meet the design require-

ments as well as they are outstanding in every 

respect – anatomically, biomechanically and 

orthopedically. Their forms reduce the bur-

den on shoulders and backbone; the child did 

not find the carried load heavy. They felt that 

the shoulder-straps and the back support were 

comfortable to wear. The effect of belt-strap 

proved to be beneficial as it hindered the bag 

from moving all the time whereupon the load 

distribution on the lumbar vertebra is optimal. 

The character that the back part of the school-

bag can be adjusted atseveral points has also 

been emphasised that helps the schoolbag to 

be fitted completely and perfectly to the per-

son. During testing, the Belmil schoolbag did 

not change the child’s posture in 11 cases, while 

in one case it improved the pupil’s loose build. 

The examination was carried out by Prof. Tamás 

Mészáros MD, university professor of the Ortho-

paedic Department of Szeged University.

testing

Belmil schoolbags were tested by doctors and 

physiotherapists with the assistance of 12 chil-

dren. The factors examined were:

- anatomical build-up, 

- friendly body-fitting and 

- ease of wearing.

PaRticiPants

Participants (8 girls and 4 boys) were pupils of 

primary school (aged 6-10), except for a 12-year-

old boy who is considered as over-aged. Their 

height ranged between 112 and 145 cm, where-

as their weight was between 21 and 37 kg. The 

weight load varied from 4 to 7 kg.

According to the replies the following rating can 

be concluded:

- excellent: in 9 cases;

- good: in 2 cases;

- satisfactory: 1 case (in the case of the 

12-year-old boy is over-aged)

Ergonomics

Recommended by sPeciaLists
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detailed appliactions

endLess vaRiation
of design

"glow in dark" designs

beautiful prints on 
sequins

sequins

reflective design 
elements

sparkling and glitter
elements

bright,  colorful
sublimation prints

3d motives





Belmil for kids

BElmil accEssoriEs

Dimension

Volume

Material

Inside

Note 

 

Packaging

145x145x95 mm

1.4 L

Polypropylene

3 compartments

Dishwasher, Microwave

Fridge and Freezer safe 

1 pcs / package

Lunch box

More colors and 
designs available!

Dimension

Volume

Cover

Types

Note 

Packaging

144x205 mm (A/5)

40 sheets (80 g paper)

Soft cover (250g),

UV varnish

Lin / bl / sq 

Bonded Notebook with 

Rounded corner 

10 pcs / package

notebooKs
More colors and 

designs available!

Dimension 

 

Closure

Colors 

 

Max length: 

27.5 cm, width: 2 cm

Button

Black, Blue

Pink, Purple

RemovabLe chest stRaP (334)

Material 

 

Material 

Dimension 

07
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Dimension 

 

Packaging

 

Language

160x225 mm

80x42 mm (sticker)

10 pcs / sheet 

 

Optional

sticKeRs More colors and 
designs available!

Dimension 

 

Note 

 

Language

148x78 mm, 

Double sided,

A/B weeks

Optional

timetabLe More colors and 
designs available!

Material

Color 

 

 

 

Polyester,  

water repellent

Fluorescent Yellow

 

RaincoveR (405-13)
One size fits all*

Material 

 

Polyester

PenciL cases

335-72/74 335-79 335-78

14x20.5x3.5 cm 22x10x6 cm 8x20x7.5 cm

Material 

Dimension 

Polyester

43x45 cm

gym bag (336-91)

*(Except trolley)
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user age

dimensions

Weight

material 

 

Purpose 

 

extra

 

3-5

H 33 L 23 W 13 cm

230-340 g

Polyester, waterproof 

 

Kindergarten, Travel, Outdoor 

 

Printed Name Tag (Kiddy Plus)

Kiddy & Kiddy Plus

305-4 & 305-4/a
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foR the youngest

"Kiddy" and "Kiddy Plus" are de-

signed to be the perfect compan-

ion for preschoolers in kindergar-

ten, for outdoor activities or travel. 

Made of light, yet strong materials 

with waterproof coating. Made 

with zippers, so it is super easy to 

open and close the bag fitting for 

small hands and fingers. It features 

a hanger long enough in size so 

parents can comfortably carry it. 

easy-to-use zippers
for kids' small hands

soft, back panel 

& adjustable 

shoulder straps

separate compartment 

for pencil case

and lunch box

reflective 
elements

printed name tag

safety

Reflective elements placed on the 

bag increase visibility at night.

stoRage

The larger compartment provides 

ample space for cuddly toys, little 

blanket or clothes. Front compart-

ment is ideal for storing pencil case 

or lunch box. "Kiddy Plus" has side 

pockts for storing waterbottle.   

eRgonomics

The back panel is designed 

with added foam for com-

fortable wear. The soft 

shoulder straps are padded 

and easily adjustable so they 

fit neatly on preschoolers' 

back.

"Kiddy Plus" has added 

adjustable chest strap for 

optimal load distribution. 

Kiddy PLusKiddy

Adjustable chest 

belt for load 

distribution

waterbottle
Up to 0.7 L
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Let's Race Pirates

Jungle

Sweet BunnyMeow Cute Panda

Kiddy

305-4



12Kiddy & Kiddy Plus

Kiddy Plus

305-4/a

Elephant Cars

ConstructionGrey Dinosaur

Rocket

My UnicornFunfair Flowers
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two large separate 

compartments

13

User age

Dimensions

Weight

Material

Guarantee 

 

Purpose

6-8

H 38 L 28 W 18 cm

695-730 g

Polyester, waterproof

1 year 

 

School

stoRage

All size of notebooks and books fit 

perfectly. On the top lid timetable 

holder is placed. Side pockets are 

designed with elastic straps for 

easy opening accommodating wa-

ter bottle (up to 0.7 L) and umbrel-

la. Front pocket offers plenty space 

for storing lunch box or pencil 

case. 

"mini" foR PReschooL to 
second gRade

Thanks to its special slim shape it 

fits perfectly to smaller children 

from preschool to second grade. 

The bag easily opens with dura-

ble zippers which are suitable for 

young children.

It weighs about 695-730 g, so 

the burden on small children is 

minimized. Despite its lightweight 

feature, it is made of high quality, 

strong and waterproof materials.

up to 0.7 L

ApplicationPrint Rubber
Badge

Embroidery

mini

405-43

for pencil case
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duRabiLity

Reinforcements from all sides and 

the strong bottom part also en-

hance the stability and durability. 

The bottom part has some addi-

tional functions as well: it ensures 

that the bag stays in the same po-

sition, prevents from getting dirty 

and keeps the content dry even 

during rainy weather.

safety

With Belmil school bag 

safety is guaranteed even 

if it gets too dark: carefully 

placed reflective materials 

on all sides ensure high 

visibility at night.

eRgonomic

Ergonomic shape and breath-

able back padding make sure that 

the pressure on children’s back is 

minimized. Shoulder straps are well 

cushioned and adjustable, so com-

fortable everyday-wear is ensured. 

Added chest strap ensures the opti-

mal load distribution. It is especially 

important when riding bicycle or 

running as it prevents the bag from 

sliding off children's shoulders.

"It's super light, i can barely feel 
anything on my back!" (Kriszti)
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Player 10Dinosaur Triceratops

mini

405-43

MistyFoxy
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Accessories

Mini

Dinosaur Triceratops

Player 10

Foxy

Misty

336-91
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6-8 

H 36 L 28 W 19 cm

Reflective Keychain

755-800 g

Polyester, waterproof

2 years

easy access to
pencil case

"mini-fit" foR PReschooL 
to second gRade

This model is ideally suited for chil-

dren from preschool age to second 

grade. Its small size is specifically 

designed for this age group freeing 

children from unnecessary burden.

It weighs only 755-800 g, so 
the burden on small children is 
minimized. Made of high quali-
ty, strong and waterproof ma-
terials.

stoRage

It features smartly divided com-

partments that help children orga-

nize their school supplies. There 

are two large inner compartments. 

All size of notebooks and books fit 

perfectly. Water bottle (up to 0.7 L) 

and umbrella can be easily packed 

in side pockets. 
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755-800 g

Polyester, waterproof

2 years

duRabiLity

Reinforcements from all sides 

and the strong bottom part 

also enhance the stability and 

durability. The bottom part has 

some additional functions as 

well: it ensures that the bag stays 

in the same position, prevents 

from getting dirty and keeps the 

content dry even during rainy 

weather.

"My favourite animals are 
butterflies. They are so 

beautiful, so is this bag!" 
(Dori)

eRgonomics

Ergonomic shape and breath-

able back padding make sure that 

the pressure on children’s back is 

minimized. Shoulder straps are well 

cushioned and adjustable, so com-

fortable everyday-wear is ensured. 

Added chest strap ensures the opti-

mal load distribution. Recommend-

ed by Prof. Dr. Mészáros Tamás 

from the Orthopedic Department of 

Szeged University, Hungary.



Player

Player

Spiders Red and Black

19



Player

Spiders Red 

and Black

20
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Stars Flamingo

mini-fit

405-33

I Love HorseHeart

Magical Forest

You are MagicalAmazing Butterfly Mermaid



Accessories

Mini-Fit

Amazing butterfly

Flamingo

You are Magical

Mermaid

Stars

Magical Forest

I Love Horse

Heart

22

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78
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Polyester,
waterproof

stoRage

It features smartly divided compartments 

that help children organize their school 

supplies. Its interior design has three large 

compartments. All size of notebooks and 

books fit perfectly. Water bottle (up to 0.7 

L) and umbrella can be easily packed in side 

pockets. 

850-940 g

6-9
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duRabiLity

Reinforcements from all sides 

and the strong bottom part 

also enhance the stability and 

durability. The bottom part 

has some additional functions 

as well: it ensures that the bag 

stays in the same position, 

prevents from getting dirty 

and keeps the content dry 

even during rainy weather.
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Lumi Wolf

Dinosaur World Jaguar

Wolves Grey Wolves Blue

SpidersPolice Dog

Dragon

25



Dinosaur World

Jaguar

Wolves Grey

Dragon

Wolves Blue

Lumi Wolf

Spiders

Police Dog

335-78

26
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Military

Speed Hunter Race

Moto Helicopter

Off roadMotocross

27



Speed Hunter

Race

Helicopter

Moto

Military

Motocross

Off road

335-78

28



ChampionshipSoccer No.10 Football

UniversumIce Hockey Excavator

29

"Show me your bag!"
 (Emma) 



accEssoriEs

Classy

Soccer

Excavator

No.10 Football

Universum

Championship

Ice Hockey

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78

30



Butterfly OwlColorful

Riding Horse Raccoon

Cute Caty Cute Puppy

31
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Classy

Riding Horse

Owl

Raccoon

Cute Puppy

Cute Caty

Butterfly

Colorful

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78

32



Feathers Believe in MagicPurple Mermaid

Love 4ever Tropical Pink

Style Flying to the Stars

33
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Classy

Love 4ever

Believe in Magic

Tropical Pink

Flying to the Stars

Style

Feathers

Purple Mermaid

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78

34
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classy

403-13

BunnyLadybug Girl Love to Dance

In the Forest Ice Skating

Belmil for kids
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Classy

Ladybug Girl

Ice Skating

Bunny

Love to Dance

In the Forest

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78

36
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comPact

405-41

user age

dimensions

Weight

material

guarantee 

 

 

 

extra

6-9

H 37 L 30.5 W 19 cm

920-1050 g

Polyester,

waterproof

2 years

 

Timetable 

magnetic LocK

This model features the German 

Fidlock locking system. Thanks 

to the strong magnets, it can 

be opened with a simple half 

turn and it closes automatically. 

Perfect combination of func-

tionality, safety and playfulness: 

Kids will definitely love it!

comPact stoRage

It features smartly divided inner compartments 

that help children organize their school sup-

plies. There are three separate compartments 

dedicated to storing textbooks and notebooks 

of all sizes. Two smaller pockets and a zipper 

pocket provide extra storage for mobile phone 

and smaller items, such as tickets and keys. Top 

lid has timetable holder. Front pocket is de-

signed to store pencil case or lunch box. Side 

pockets with elastic straps accommodate water 

bottle (up to 0.7 L) and umbrella.

up to 0.7 L

Print

Rubber
Badge

Glitter 

reflective fidlock 
magnetic lock
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duRabiLity

Reinforcements from all sides 

and the strong bottom part also 

enhance the stability and dura-

bility. The bottom part has some 

additional functions as well: it 

ensures that the bag stays in 

the same position, prevents 

from getting dirty and keeps the 

content dry even during rainy 

weather.

eRgonomics

Ergonomic shape and breath-

able back padding make sure 

that the pressure on children’s 

back is minimized. Shoulder 

straps are well cushioned and 

adjustable, so comfortable ev-

eryday-wear is ensured. Added 

chest strap ensures the optimal 

load distribution. This feature 

is especially important when 

riding bicycle or running.

safety

With Belmil school bag safety 

is guaranteed even if it gets too 

dark: carefully placed reflective 

materials on all sides ensure 

high visibility at night.

"I want this bag Mom!  
I love horses! It reminds  
me of my horse, Silver. " 

(Mia)
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comPact

405-41

Dinosaur TriceratopsFire

Football League Player 10

Adventure Urban

Wild Tigers



accEssoriEs

40Compact

Football League

Wild Tigers

Player 10

Urban

Adventure

Fire

Dinosaur Triceratops

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78



RaceRacing Police

Secret GardenDolphin

Pretty

41

Princess

comPact

405-41
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Compact 42

Racing

Secret Garden

Race

Princess

Pretty

Police

Dolphin

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78
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comPact

405-41

Magical UnicornMisty

Foxy Hello Summer

I Love Dog I Love Cat

My Universe



accEssoriEs

44Compact

Foxy

My Universe

Hello Summer

I Love Cat

I Love Dog

Misty

Magical Unicorn

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78



Print Glitter Embroidery Rubber
Badge

User age

Dimensions

Weight

Material

Guarantee

Extra

6-10

H 37 L 31 W 17 cm

1100

Polyester, waterproof

2 years

Reflective Keychain

customize to 
height! 

s-m-L-XL-XXL

45

extRa featuRes

The cover features two separate 

handles, each designed for a different 

purpose: a rubber handle serving a 

safe and comfortable grip in children’s 

little hands, and another one which is 

used to hang the bag in a locker or a 

wall hanger.

chest and hip belt 
for optimal load 

distirbution
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"It feels comfortable 
Mom! Look! I can attach

the bubkle all alone!" 
(Dori)



Sport

Champion

Player

Speed

Get Ready For Race

Dinosaurs

47

Winner
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Customize-Me 48

Sport

Winner

Player

Champion

Get Ready

For Race

Dinosaurs

Speed

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78



Color SeaUnicorn Pink Flamingo

Little Princess Swan

Love

49
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Customize-Me

Unicorn

Little Princess 

Swan

Color Sea

Pink Flamingo

Love

335-72 335-74 336-91335-78

50
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cool Bag

405-42

user age

dimensions

Weight

material

guarantee

extra

6-10

H 36 L 31 W 23 cm

1150 g

Polyester, 

waterproof

2 years

Timetable

Belmil for kids

Print

Rubber
Badge

Sequin

"Let's play hide
 and seek!"(Mia)
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neW magnetic 
LocKing system 

"Cool Bag" features the German 

Fidlock locking system. Thanks 

to the strong magnets, it can 

be opened with a simple half 

turn and it closes automatically. 

Perfect combination of func-

tionality, safety and playfulness: 

Kids will definitely love it! 

eRgonomics

It features a chest strap and 

a hip belt ensuring that load 

is appropriately stabilized on 

children's back. It is espe-

cially important when riding 

bicycle or running. If the hip 

belt is not used, it can be 

easily removed at any time. 

sPacious inneR
 comPaRtments 

Smartly divided inner compart-

ments help children organize their 

school supplies. There are sepa-

rate compartments dedicated to 

textbooks and notebooks of all 

sizes. Two zipper pockets help 

store smaller items, such as tick-

ets and keys, easily and safely. A 

mobile holder is also added. It has 

additional room for storing pen-

cil case as well. The front pocket 

serves easy access to lunch box. 

Side pockets can accommodate 

water bottle (up to 0.7 L) and um-

brella. 

up to 0.7 L

easy to open

easy to
organize!

lunch box

removable

 hip belt
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cool Bag

405-42

KnightPirates

Super Speed4Speed Hot Road

Tyrannosaurus RexFootball Phenomenon

53



Pirates

Knight

Super Speed

4Speed

Hot Road

Football 

Phenomenon

Tyrannosaurus 

Rex

Cool Bag

335-78

54
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cool Bag

405-42

HeartFlamingo

You are MagicalBlue Riding Horse

Mermaid

55

PeacockBee Mine

Amazing Butterfly



Flamingo

Heart

Blue Riding Horse

 Mermaid

You are Magical

Amazing Butterfly

Bee Mine

Cool Bag

335-78

56

Peacock
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GlitterPrint Rubber
Badge

Embroidery

EXTRA STORAGE

neW magnetic LocKing 
system

This model features the new, 

GermanFidlock locking system. 

Thanks to the strong magnets, 

it can be opened with a simple 

half turn and it closes automat-

ically. Perfect combination of 

functionality, safety and playful-

ness: Kids will definitely love it!

easy-to-use 
magnetic 

buckle

6-10

H 37 L 32 W 19 cm

Reflective Keychain

930-1000 g

Polyester, waterproof

2 years

user age

dimensions

extra

Weight

material

guarantee

mistEr & missy 

405-35 / 405-30   

up to 0.7 L

LightWeight and stRong

It features smartly divided compartments that help chil-
dren organize their school supplies. Two large compart-
ments and one medium zipper pocket give plenty room 
for storage.  Textbooks and notebooks of all sizes fit 
perfectly. This bag has an expandable front pocket that 
gives additional room for storing. Water bottle (up to 0.7 
L) , umbrella or similar items can be stored in side pockets 
which are equipped with zippers. 
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safety

With Belmil school bag safety 

is guaranteed even if it gets 

too dark: carefully placed re-

flective materials on all sides 

ensure high visibility at night.

eRgonomics

Ergonomic shape and breathable 

back padding make sure that the 

pressure on children’s back is mini-

mized. Shoulder straps are also well 

cushioned and adjustable, so com-

fortable everyday wear is ensured.

What's more, detachable chest straps 

can be purchased to enhance stability 

of the bag. Recommended by Prof. 

Dr. Mészáros Tamás from Szeged Uni-

versity, Hungary.

duRabiLity

Reinforcements on all sides and 

a strong bottom part enhance 

stability and durability. The bot-

tom part has some additional 

functions as well:it ensures the 

bag stays in the same position 

and prevents it from getting 

dirty.

930-1000 g

Polyester, waterproof

2 years

Mister & Missy

"I'm 9 years old, and we 
have to carry so much stuff! 

But in this bag everything fits!"  
(Mate)



FeathersMagical Horse Show

59

LadyMagical Forest

mistEr & missy 

405-35 / 405-30   

Science TechPlayer 1st Car
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Player

Science Tech

Magical Horse 

Show

1st Car

Feathers

Magical Forest

Lady

335-78
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Rubber Badge

Polyester, waterproof

6-10

950-1000 g
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duRabiLity

Reinforcements on all sides and 

a strong bottom part enhance 

stability and durability. The bot-

tom part has some additional 

functions as well: it ensures the 

bag stays in the same position, 

prevents from getting dirty and 

keeps the content dry even 

during rainy weather.



Science TechFootball Sport

FlashDrift Military

sPorty

404-5

63



Sporty

Drift

Flash

Military

Football Sport

Science Tech

335-78

64
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Jeans LoveStars

Girl Fly Like a ButterflyShe is Cool

I'm so Cute Hello

sPorty

404-5

65



accEssoriEs

335-72 335-74
336-91

Sporty

Jeans Love

Stars

Fly Like a Butterfly

Girl

She is Cool

Hello

I'm so Cute

335-78

66
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Polyester, waterproof

Belmil for kids

7-10

H 41 L31 W 21 cm

1000-1080 g

sequin

application
"Aww.. How did you 
find me?! Let's play
again!"(Emma)
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sequin

eRgonomics

Since the construction of trolley is 

not built into the product, the bag 

remains lightweight and fully functions 

as schoolbag. Ergonomic shape and 

breathable back padding make sure 

that the pressure on children’s back 

is minimized. Shoulder straps are also 

well cushioned and adjustable, so com-

fortable everyday-wear is ensured. It 

features a chest strap ensuring optimal 

load distribution on children's back.

stoRage

All size of notebooks and books fit 

perfectly. A compartment dedicat-

ed to placing gym bag is also add-

ed. Water bottle (up to 0.7 L) can be 

stored in side pocket which has ther-

mo lining keeping drinks fresh all day. 

The other also zipped side pocket is 

suitable for storing other items, such 

as umbrella or pencil pouch. Front 

pocket is dedicated to storing lunch 

box with added thermo lining.

safety

With Belmil school 

bag safety is guaran-

teed even if it gets too 

dark: carefully placed 

reflective materials on 

all sides ensure high 

visibility at night.
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Dinosaurs Orange 1st GreenFootball no. 10

Feathers Stars

Pretty Love Zoo
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Pretty Love

Stars

Feathers

1st Green

Dinosaurs Orange

Football no. 10

Zoo



veRsatiLe bacKPacK

This model is a good choice for school, 

travel and outdoor activities as well. “Lei-

sure” weighs only 650-700 g and made of 

high quality, strong and waterproof mate-

rials. 

extRa featuRes 

The handle on top has rubber cover due 

to which kids can easily and comfortably 

carry the bag in hands too.

Polyester, 

waterproof

71

650-700 g

comfoRt

Ergonomic shape and breathable back 

padding make sure that the pres-

sure on children’s back is minimized. 

Adjustable, cushioned shoulder straps 

further enhance everyday comfort. 

6-9

H 40 L 31 W 20 cm
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"She is the coolest girl
in school! She dances, 
rides a horse and she 
is so pretty!" (Laura)
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Dino

Wild Tiger Sketch

Science TechSport Game

Sky

lEiusrE

403-25



accEssoriEs

74

335-72 335-74 336-91

Leisure

Sport Game

Science Tech

Sky

Dino

Wild Tiger

Sketch

335-78
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lEisurE

403-25

Just GirlsPink Flamingo

Blue Magical UnicornMistery Feathers

Pop DivaExplore the City



76Leisure

accEssoriEs

335-72 335-74 336-91

Pink Flamingo

Just Girls

Mistery

Blue Magical

Unicorn

Feathers

Explore the City

335-78

Pop Diva
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foR schooL & tRaveL

“Speedy” weighs only 700-730 g 

and made of high quality, strong 

and waterproof materials. This 

model can be a good choice 

for school, travel and outdoor 

activities as well.

duRabiLity

Reinforcements on all sides 

and four strong buttons on the 

bottom enhance stability and 

durability. 

sPEEdy

338-35

up to 0.7 L

timetable holder & 
ample space for storage

user age

dimensions

Weight

material

guarantee

6-9

H 40 L 27 W 22 cm

700-730 g

polyester, waterproof

1 year

RhinestonesPrint

Rubber
Badge

Glitter

77



inneR comPaRtments

It features smartly divided com-

partments that help children 

organize their school supplies. 

All size of notebooks and books 

fit perfectly. Water bottle can be 

easily packed in side pockets.

comfoRt

Ergonomic shape and breath-

able back padding make sure 

that the pressure on children’s 

back is minimized. Adjustable, 

cushioned shoulder straps fur-

ther enhance everyday comfort.  

safety

With Belmil school bag safety 

is guaranteed even if it gets too 

dark: carefully placed reflective 

elements on all sides ensure 

high visibility at night.

Speedy 78

"My best friend gave it to me
to always remember her.

She lives far away from me.
"Janka"
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sPEEdy

338-35

MilitaryRoyal Football

Alaska

PredatorT-rex
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accEssoriEs

335-72 335-74 336-91

Royal Football

Military

Alaska

T-rex

Predator
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sPEEdy

338-35

Hello Spring PurpleHello Spring Blue

YorkiShiny Stars

Owl
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accEssoriEs

335-72 335-74 336-91

Hello Spring Blue

Hello Spring 

Purple

Owl

Shiny Stars

Yorki
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Polyester, waterproof

Glitter

Reflective 

elements

Prints

H 41.5 L 26 W 18 cm

890-940 g

Belmil for kids
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comfoRt

Ergonomic shape and breath-

able back padding make sure 

that the pressure on children’s 

back is minimized. Chest strap 

is added for optimal load stabi-

lization. Adjustable, cushioned 

shoulder straps further enhance 

everyday comfort. 
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Wolves Grey Wolves Green

thE sPacious

338-49

What's Up OrangeI am Simply Cool Escape

Fast Around the World
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accEssoriEs

335-79 336-91

The Spacious

Wolves Grey

Wolves Green

I am Simply Cool

What's Up Orange

Escape

Fast

Around the World
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thE sPacious

338-49

Flower Style Campus Girls

Always ShineMermaid My Universe

Sunshine Diamond Love
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accEssoriEs

The Spacious

335-79 336-91

Fower Style

Campus Girls

Mermaid

Always Shine

My Universe

Sunshine

Diamond Love
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eRgonomics - comfy

Ergonomic shape and breathable back 

padding make sure that the pressure 

on children’s back is minimized. The 

S-shaped, adjustable shoulder straps 

are designed with Memory foam which 

ensure minimized burden on shoulders 

while giving a natural and comfortable 

feeling. The back panel is designed with 

an adjustable height mechanism with 

four settings: S-M-L-XL, allowing the 

bag to grow along with its wearer! A 

chest belt and an easily removable hip 

belt are added for optimal load stabili-

zation. Recommended by Doctors and 

Specialists!

water bottle
up to 0.7 l

Ample room 
for organizing

customize

to height!

user age

dimensions

Weight

material

guarantee

7-12

H 41.5 L 29 W 23 cm

1020-1080 g

Polyester, waterproof 

2 years

comfy PacK

405-11

integrated 

raincover

easy access 
to lunch box

removable 
hip belt

3 x

durability -
 four buttons
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neW magnetic 
LocKing system

This model features the new 

Fidlock locking system. Thanks to 

the strong magnets, the fastener 

can be opened by sliding it later-

ally, and it closes automatically. 

Perfect combination of function-

ality, safety andplayfulness: Kids 

will definitely love it!

safety

With Belmil school bag safety 

is guaranteed even if it gets too 

dark: carefully placed reflective 

elements on all sides ensure 

high visibility at night. The rain 

cover is made of fluorescent 

fabric, enhancing visibility in 

rainy weather. 

smaRtLy divided
comPaRtments

The spacious inner compartments 

offer easy organization of books, 

notebooks and school utensils. It 

features a zipper pocket for stor-

ing smaller items, such as keys, 

notebooks, or calculator. The top 

lid inside accommodates a small 

name card holder. The content 

can be fixed with drawstring. One 

side pocket is designed for keep-

ing drinks cold or warm thanks to 

the thermo lining. The other one 

is ideal for storing umbrella or 

pencil pouch. An extra key holder 

is added below the top lid. 

1020-1080 g

Polyester, waterproof 

2 years

Comfy Pack

RefLect youR mood 
With changeabLe 
Patches!

Comfy Pack comes with a pack 

of three pieces of patches, which 

firmly stick to the front pocket 

thanks to built-in magnets in 

front pocket. Change the patch-

es to reflect your current mood!

3 x

tRendy Keychain

Girls models are dec-

orated with a trendy 

keychain!

"Cheeeze!"
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comfy PacK

405-11

Cool

WildDinosaur World What's Up

North



92Comfy Pack

accEssoriEs

335-79 336-91

Dinosaur World

Wild

What's Up

Cool

North
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comfy PacK

405-11

LosseSunshine Mix

ColoringMy Universe Mermaid

Tropical Mix



94Comfy Pack

accEssoriEs

335-76 336-91

My Universe

Coloring

Mermaid

Tropical Mix

Sunshine Mix

Losse



Polyester, waterproof

95



reinforced bottom 
with silicon wheels

smaRtLy divided 
comPaRtments

Large and padded com-

partments for laptop and 

all size of notebooks and 

books. Side pockets can be 

used for water bottle and 

umbrella. Inner zipper and 

mesh pockets allow easy 

organization of everyday 

items, such as keys, bus 

tickets, pens, passport, 

calculator and notebooks.

96

telescope with two 
height settings
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Easy go

338-45

EagleT-rex

Wolf GreyShark

Football 10Universum
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FlamingoMisty Foxy

Blue Magical UnicornGirl

Under the SeaMy Universe
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User age

Dimensions

Weight

Material

6-10

H 21 L 38 W 19 cm

375-420 g

Polyester, waterproof

duffeL bag

Belmil Duffel Bag is perfect companion for 

sport activities and travel. Made of high qual-

ity, waterproof materials. It has two separate 

compartments. The larger one offers plenty 

room for clothes, towels and other items. 

The smaller one provides separate storage 

for shoes. It has two handles and an adjust-

able and removable shoulder strap. 

separate compartment for 

lunch box and waterbottle

for sport activities 
and travel

duffEl Bag

221



100Duffel Bag

duffEl Bag

221

Player 10Dinosaur Triceratops

FoxyMisty
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collEction ovErviEw

article no. / 
model name

Picture age Purpose size Weight

3-5 Kindergarten,
Travel, Outdoor

33x23x13 cm 240-250 g305-4 / 
Kiddy

3-5 Kindergarten,
Travel, Outdoor

33x23x13 cm 320-340 g305-4/A / 
Kiddy Plus

6-8 School 38x28x18 cm 695-730 g405-43 / 
Mini

6-8 School 36x28x19 cm 755-800 g405-33 / 
Mini-Fit

6-9 School 36x32x19 cm 850-935 g403-13 / 
Classy

guarantee

/

/

1 year

2 years

2 years

6-9 School 37x30.5x19 cm 920-1050 g405-41 / 
Compact

2 years

6-10 School 37x31x17 cm 1100 g404-20 /  
Customize-me

2 years

6-10 School 36x31x23 cm 1150 g405-42 /  
Cool Bag

2 years

6-10 School 37x32x19 cm 930-1000 g405-35/ 405-30   
/Mister & Missy

2 years

6-10 School 38x32x21 cm 950-1000 g404-5/ 
Sporty

2 years

7-10
School, 

Travel, Outdoor 41x31x21 cm 1000-1080 g405-37/  
Functional

2 years

6-9
School, 

Travel, Outdoor 40x31x20 cm 650-700 g403-25 /  
Leisure

1 year

6-9
School

Travel, Outdoor 40x27x22 cm 700-730 g338-35 /  
Speedy

1 year

7-12
School

Travel, Outdoor 41.5x26x18 cm 890-940 g338-49 /  
The Spacious

1 year

7-12
School

Travel, Outdoor 41.5x29x23 cm 1020-1080 g
405-11 /
Comfy Pack 2 years

7+ School
Travel, Outdoor

47x33x20 cm 1900 g338-45 /  
Easy Go

1 year

6-10 Travel 21x38x19 cm 375-420 g221 /  
Duffel Bag

/
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closure no. of Reflective 
elements

no. of com-
partments

bottom chest strap / 
hip belt

compl. 
items

 Zipper 1 pc 2 pcs Material No / No /

Zipper 3 pcs 4 pcs Material Yes / No /

Zipper 5 pcs 6 pcs Plastic Bottom Yes / No Raincover

Metal 
Buckle

5 pcs 5 pcs Plastic Bottom Yes / No Raincover

Metal 
Buckle

7 pcs 8 pcs Plastic Bottom No / No Raincover,
Chest Belt

Magnetic
Buckle

6 pcs 9 pcs Plastic Bottom Yes / No Raincover

Metal
Buckle

12 pcs 6 pcs Plastic Bottom Yes / Yes Raincover

Magnetic
Buckle

6 pcs 10 pcs Plastic Bottom Yes / Yes Raincover

Magnetic
Buckle

6 pcs 6 pcs Plastic Bottom No / No
Raincover,
Chest Belt

Metal
Buckle

7 pcs 8 pcs Plastic Bottom No / No Raincover

Zipper 4 pcs 8 pcs Plastic Bottom Yes / No Raincover,
Trolley

Zipper 5 pcs 10 pcs Plastic Bottom No / No Raincover

Zipper 7 pcs 5 pcs Buttons No / No Raincover, 
Chest Belt

Zipper 7 pcs 16 pcs Buttons Yes / No Raincover

Magnetic
Buckle

14 pcs 8 pcs Buttons Yes / Yes Raincover

Zipper 6 pcs 13 pcs Silicon wheels No / No /

Zipper / 2 pcs Material No / No /

article no. / 
model name

305-4 / 
Kiddy

305-4/A / 
Kiddy Plus

405-43 / 
Mini

405-33 / 
Mini-Fit

403-13 / 
Classy

405-41 / 
Compact

404-20 /  
Customize-me

405-42 /  
Cool Bag

405-35/ 405-30   
/Mister & Missy

404-5/ 
Sporty

405-37/  
Functional

403-25 /  
Leisure

338-35 /  
Speedy

338-49 /  
The Spacious

405-11 /
Comfy Pack

338-45 /  
Easy Go

221 /  
Duffel Bag








